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▶ TASK  Replace fuel fi lters.     

CDX Tasksheet Number: C422

Vehicle used for this activity:

Year  Make  Model 

Odometer  VIN 

 1. Research the fuel fi lter replacement procedure for this vehicle in the appropriate 
information.

 a. List any special procedures and/or tools to perform this task:

 b. Look up the fl at rate time for this task:  hr

 2. Release any fuel pressure in the system by following the manufacturer’s 
recommended procedure.

 3. Follow the specifi ed procedure to remove the fuel fi lter.

 4. Have your supervisor/instructor verify removal of the fuel fi lter. Supervisor’s/
instructor’s initials: 

 5. Install a new fuel fi lter (or reinstall the old one if your instructor directed you to do so).

 6. Once the fi lter is installed correctly, clean up any spilled fuel and dispose of it 
properly.

 7. Apply the vehicle’s parking brake and secure the vehicle with wheel chocks to prevent 
the vehicle from rolling.

 8. Turn the ignition switch to run and check for any fuel leaks. Immediately shut off the 
vehicle if a leak is present. Repair any leaks.

NOTE Ask your supervisor/instructor whether or not to perform the next action 
before proceeding.

 9. Cut the old fi lter open with a hacksaw to examine the inside. List what you found 
inside the fi lter:

 10. Have your supervisor/instructor verify satisfactory completion of this procedure, any 
observations found, and any necessary action(s) recommended.

Performance Rating

     
 0 1 2 3 4

Supervisor/instructor signature   Date 

Time off

Time on

Total time

MLR
8C1

MAST
8D4

AST
8D3
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